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When it's at its most beautiful - one should continue!
According to this principle, the Riders Club Luxembourg invites the international dressage elite to
the second edition of its CDI4* in Leudelange. On six days, from 2 to 7 July to be precise, a total of
29 tests are on the program. "This is no longer a marathon race, but rather has the dimension of a
triathlon," laughs Tournament Director Christof Umbach, "but it's also a lot of fun. Especially when
the feedback is as positive as it was at our first tournament last year". That gives already mighty tail
wind, particularly since already now and still clearly before entry deadline numerous Top riders
would have asked for starting places. "We expect a super international field with riders from over
25 nations", Christof Umbach reveals.
In the end, there will again be around 200 horses and ponies competing in the two Grand Prix Tours,
the Medium and Small Tour, the U25, Young Riders, Juniors and Pony Riders or in the international
competitions for five-, six- and seven-year-old young horses as well as the Almased Amateur Tour.
"The highlights will of course again be the Grand Prix Floodlight Freestyle on Saturday and the Grand
Prix Special on Sunday".
And are there any innovations compared to the first edition of the tournament? "Yes, we will
definitely expand the exhibitor and catering area, because our idea of combining our sport with
lifestyle and good food was very well received.”
That riders and horses will find optimal conditions in Leudelange is guaranteed by the venue, the
Ecurie des Prés facility of the Sunnen family, and the Dressage Grand-Ducal initiators team, which
includes Christof Umbach, Patrice Mourreau and Luxembourg's number one dressage rider, Sascha
Schulz.
Further information can be found at www.dressage-grand-ducal.com
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